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Before You Get Started
General Recommendations
1. Read all product and subǡoor preparation instructions,
adhesive instructions, and warranty and other disclaimers
BEFORE you begin to install Ultimate RB BOUNCE-BACK
interlocking tiles.
2. Prior to starting any installation, thoroughly review all
material. Verify the following for all goods:

.
.
.
.

Always store rubber material on a clean, dry surface. Ultimate RB
recommends storing rubber tiles at a minimum of 55˚F (13˚C)
with less than 50% humidity.

Important
ANY suspect or defective material must be brought to the
attention of the supplier immediately. ABSOLUTELY NO
CLAIMS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THE MATERIAL HAS
BEEN INSTALLED.

Material type, color, and style are correct
Material is the correct size and thickness
Amount of material supplied is correct
No visual defects are present on the material

Tile Installation
Ultimate RB BOUNCE-BACK Tiles interlock using a male and
female overlapping tab design and are secured in place using
adhesive applied to tile edges, interlocking tabs, and tile subsurface. The BOUNCE-BACK interlocking system is designed
to aid in the alignment of the tiles and to create a fully uniǠed
safety surface. While installation can be completed using only
adhesive applied to tile edges, a full spread sub-surface adhesive
installation is strongly recommended.
It is important to follow all of the site preparation, tile handling,
layout, and installation instructions. Begin by establishing the
installation starting point as outlined in the general installation
instructions.
1. After Ǡnding the installation starting point and installing the
Ǡrst tile, begin by applying a ¼" continuous bead of CX-948
adhesive 9" in from each corner of the installed tile that will
about the next tile to be placed. Apply a ¼" continuous bead
of CX-948 adhesive on the horizontal surface of the male tab
of the same tile. Follow by applying a ¼" continuous bead of
CX-948 adhesive on the horizontal surface of the male tab on
the next tile to be installed.
2. To engage, tilt the tile approximately 45°. Pushing forward,
insert the male tab into the female recess of the adjoining
tile. At the same time, overlap the female recess of the tile
in hand onto the male tab of the previously installed tile.
After installing each tile, Ǡrmly press throughout the tile to
establish adhesive bond. Check alignment of interlocking tabs
to ensure a level surface between tiles.
3. When it is necessary to install a Ǡll tile against a border or
barrier, the outside male tab must be removed in order to

provide a ǡush Ǡt. The removed tab must then be inserted and
secured with adhesive in the adjacent female recess.
4. When interlocking a beveled edge installation, run a ¼" bead
of CX-948 adhesive along the entire width of the edge piece
approximately ¾" from the top of the bevel. Place a bead of
CX-948 adhesive on the horizontal surface of the male tab
on the Ǡeld tile. Apply adhesive caulk to the wide horizontal
surface of a Lock Block (supplied with the order). Insert the
Lock Block into the vacant female recess of the Ǡeld tile.
Place the beveled edge over the male tab and the Lock Block.
Perimeter edging is adhered to the subsurface using CX-948
adhesive and a 3/16" x ¼" x ¼" ǡat “V” notched trowel.
5. When installing an outside corner, apply a bead of CX-948
adhesive along the entire length of each vertical surface of
the outside corner block that will abut an adjacent perimeter
beveled edge. Apply a bead of adhesive in an “X” pattern on
the subsurface where the corner block will sit. Firmly press
into place.
6. Inside corners are sent as a three-piece kit; two 12" x 12" bevels
and one 12" x 12" inside corner block. Begin by removing the
male tab of the Ǡeld tile that the inside corner block will abut.
Install a Lock Block (as described in Step 4) in the female
recess of the same Ǡeld tile. Apply a bead of CX-948 adhesive
along the entire length of each vertical surface of the inside
corner block. Apply a bead of adhesive in an “X” pattern on the
subsurface where the corner block will sit. Firmly press into
place. Finish by applying a bead of adhesive along the length of
each 12" x 12" beveled edge in an “X” pattern on the subsurface
where the bevel will sit. Firmly press into place.
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Disclaimer

Warranty

The Ultimate RB BOUNCE-BACK Tile Installation Guide
represents typical installation methods. Generally accepted
installation practices should be followed. The use of a trained
installation professional is recommended for best results.
Ultimate RB does not warrant any installation work and
speciǠcally disclaims liability for any direct or indirect personal
injury, property damage, or other costs or losses resulting from
incorrect or inadequate installation.

Ultimate RB shall warranty the ǡooring material it has supplied
to be free from manufacturing defects in MATERIAL ONLY for a
period of 10 year from date of substantial completion and the
ǡooring contractor shall warrant the installation to be free from
defects for the same period. The foregoing warranty is in lieu of
and excludes all other warranties not expressly set forth herein,
whether express or implied, including, but not limited to, any
implied warranties of merchantability or Ǡtness.
Ultimate RB and its contractors shall not be liable for incidental
or consequential losses, damages, or expenses directly or
indirectly arising from the sale, handling, or use of the goods,
or from any other cause relating thereto, and their liability
hereunder in any case is expressly limited to the replacement of
goods of complying with this agreement, or, at their election, to
the repayment of, or crediting Buyer with, an amount equal to
the purchase of such goods, whether such claims are for breach
of warranty negligence.
Warranty does not apply to excessive high wear areas. See full
warranty statement on UltimateRB.com
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